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chapter of the book, and is full of useful information. The thoroughness in laying the groundwork in chapters VIII and I X simplifies the
work of this chapter considerably.
X L Integral representations with integrals of confluent hypergeometric functions. This chapter has been added in the second edition.
As J. H. Curtiss remarks in the Foreword, this work is "a labor of
love on the part of the author" with whom "to derive new formulas
pertinent to the hypergeometric function was, quite literally, his
hobby as well as his profession." The resulting book has a flavor all
of its own which sets it apart from all other books on the subject. The
monograph is written by a specialist for mathematicians seeking
highly specialized information; it does not attempt to replace, or to
compete with, standard texts, and offers much that will be new even
to experts in this field. The continuing demand for the book is due in
a large measure to the increasing number of mathematicians who have
"discovered" Snow's monograph and found it so helpful that they
would like to own a copy. In the course of the last ten years the present reviewer loaned his copy of the first edition to numerous colleagues, and on the book being returned (somewhat reluctantly in
many cases), the borrower almost invariably asked how he could buy
a copy. It is a pleasant thought that in the future it will be possible
to give a simple answer to this question.
A. ERDÉLYI

Introduction to the theory of stochastic processes depending on a continuous parameter. By H. B. Mann. (National Bureau of Standards
Applied Mathematics Series, no. 24.) Washington, Government
Printing Office, 1953. 45 pp. 30 cents.
To have written a serious textbook on the theory of stochastic processes in the small compass of forty-five pages is an astonishing tour
de force and the reviewer is full of admiration for the ingenuity with
which so much has been packed into so small a space. But brevity
can be an enemy of clarity and even the "educated mathematician"
to whom (in the foreword by Dr. J. H. Curtiss) the argument is addressed may find some difficulty in discovering from the evidence
presented what a stochastic process is (unless he already knows).
The following notes, supplementing Chapter I, may help in pinpointing the author's point of view in relation to other surveys.
Professor Mann starts by defining an (indexed) family of random
variables {xt: tÇzT}, and he calls it a stochastic process if the indexset T is a set of real numbers. If we ignore this distinction (and it is

